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HOOD

The CKV hood has been developed, according to European and
American standards, in order to maintain a comfortable working
environment within the modern industrial kitchen.
• Reduction in more than 30% of the necessary exhaust flow in the version
with Slot Jet StreamTM (compensated induction).
• Manufactured entirely in EN 1.4301/AISI 304 stainless steel.
• Water Wash system (WW version) or Water Mist system (WM version).
• Reduction of both fat deposits in the duct and odours with the UV version.
• Integrated compensation that avoids annoying air drafts.
• Fully welded design.

To improve its capacity to capture
effluents, the CKV hood emits an
induction flow (Slot Jet StreamTM)
through an induction slot located at
the lowest point of the canopy. This
slight air current generates a small
depression (by Venturi effect) that
attracts fumes into the hood and
then pushes them towards the
exhaust area.

And to compensate the exhausted
air, keeping the kitchen in a slight
depression to prevent the massive
entry of air from other areas and, at
the same time, prevent the odours
from leaving the kitchen, we have
opted for the installation of compensation grids at low speed. With this
arrangement, we will have a well
ventilated kitchen, but free from
drafts.

The hood, in its standard version, is
served with SUPRA filters but, in
case superior filtration is required,
TURBO filters with higher filtering
capacity can be used. Due to its
excellent behaviour, this is the preferred model to accommodate the
systems of reduction of fats and
odours UV-C that keep the ducts
free of fats and eliminates great part
of the odours.

The welded design of the hood eliminates any possibility of dripping. In
addition, this model benefits from
the NODRIP™ joint system, which
guarantees that no drips occur in the
hoods composed of several sections.

The technology Slot Jet StreamTM
manages to improve room ventilation and reduce energy consumption.

In its standard version, the CKV hood
includes the low consumption recessed fluorescent lighting, (optionally LED), designed to achieve 500 Lux
in the work area.
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THE COMPOSITION
Configurable

Wall and central version
The CKV hood is offered in two versions:
• WALL. With a single row of filters. Normally it is located against a wall, but on
request there is a variant for an island type installation.
• CENTRAL. With a double central exhaust module for the kitchens that require it.
This model does not consist of two wall hoods joined back-to-back, but consists of
a single V-bank hood.

Wall version hood

Central version hood

Lighting
The hood is equipped as standard with a fluorescent lighting (2 x 36 W), protected
by a tempered glass resistant to high temperatures (200ºC at constant temperature
- 300ºC 5 minutes), within an AISI 304 steel behaviour. On request, it can be
supplied with LED. The standard protection degree is IP 54 (IP 67 on request).
The standard version provides about
500 Lux in the work area.

Cleaning

Fire-suppression

It has a fat collector gutter (approximately 50 x 20
mm), which facilitates cleaning. The filters are easily
removable for proper cleaning and / or replacement. All edges are folded and / or polished to
prevent erosion when handling.

The CKV hood can have a fire- suppression system.
The system can be pre-installed in it to facilitate
its subsequent installation.
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THE CONSTRUCTION
Quality guarantee

Constructed entirely in AISI 304 (EN 1.4301) satin stainless
steel in thickness between 1.2 mm and 4 mm.
Contour of vertical walls of low profile that facilitates its
installation in premises of reduced height, without affecting
its effectiveness in large kitchens.
Condensate collector gutter of at least 50mm, completely
welded around the perimeter. The exhaust block is also
welded to prevent any leakage of fat or condensate.
Standard dimensions: 1200 mm depth, 500 mm height and
lengths from 1000 mm in increments of 500 mm. In practice,
all measurements, including height, can be varied according
to the needs of the kitchen. Manufacture in one piece up to
lengths of 4000 mm.
Removable front covers that facilitate access to the
interior of the supply block for easier installation.
NODRIP joint system with plate and counterplate of 4 mm
thickness that guarantees a non-deformable and 100%
leak-free joint, even in the Water Mist (WM) and Water Wash
(WW) type hoods.
The hood can be manufactured in easily assemblable sections
to form larger units. This facilitates both transport and subsequent assembly. In these cases, the NODRIP system allows an
absolutely tight, fast and invisible joint of the different
sections.
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WEIGHT ACCORDING TO DIMENSIONS

Versatility

HEIGHT 500
HEIGHT 600

WALL HOOD
HOOD
LENGTH
(mm)

WEIGHT (kg)
DEPTH
1000

DEPTH
1200

DEPTH
1400

DEPTH
1600

1000

45
48

53
56

61
65

70
74

1500

65
69

73
77

81
86

89
94

2000

84
89

93
98

101
106

109
114

2500

104
110

113
119

121
128

129
136

3000

124
130

132
138

141
147

149
155

3500

144
151

152
159

160
167

169
176

4000

164
172

172
180

180
188

189
197

CENTRAL HOOD
HOOD
LENGTH
(mm)

WEIGHT (kg)
DEPTH
2000

DEPTH
2200

DEPTH
2400

DEPTH
2600

DEPTH
2800

DEPTH
3000

DEPTH
3200

DEPTH
3400

1000

63
68

73
77

83
90

94
100

104
110

114
120

124
131

134
141

1500

102
107

113
119

123
131

133
139

143
150

153
160

164
172

174
182

2000

142
148

152
159

162
170

173
180

183
191

193
201

203
211

213
222

181

192
199

202
211

212

222

220

230

232
241

243

189

252

253
262

221

231

241

251

262

272

282

292

229

239

251

260

271

282

292

302

3500

260
269

270
279

281
292

291
301

301
311

311
321

322
333

332
343

4000

300
310

310
320

320
341

330
341

341
351

351
362

361
373

371
383

2500
3000
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WASHING SYSTEMS AND UV

Hygiene and safety

WATER MIST (WM)

ULTRAVIOLET RAYS (UV-C)

The CKV hood can be equipped with the Water
Mist (WM) system, which consists of a water
spray inside the exhaust zone.

The UV version contains an ultraviolet ray
reactor that breaks down fats by photolysis and
performs a cold combustion (ozonolysis) of
them. With enough time this reaction would
turn the fats of the smoke into CO2 and water.
Under normal conditions, the system helps to
keep the ducts clean longer (less risk of fire) and
reduces the intensity of odours.

This spray has many advantages:

• Water spray helps significantly to reduce the
temperature of the fumes by increasing filtration.

• The micro drops of water help to extinguish
possible sparks that could cause a fire in the
exhaust duct, with the risk of rapid propagation
throughout the building.

WATER WASH (WW)

The UV filtration system is an environmentally
friendly system, without a relevant environmental impact. The compartment where the filters
are housed is fully accessible to facilitate maintenance work. It incorporates security and "life
control" systems.

Another option is to have the Water Wash (WW)
system, which in addition to this water spray,
cleans the filters with hot water and detergent.
The washings can be manual or programmed
according to the time and day of the week, depending on the work load of the establishment.

VERY IMPORTANT NOTE. Ultraviolet rays are a form of ionizing
radiation that requires reliable and safe safety mechanisms (DIN
18869-7 UV and Royal Decree 486-2010). Avoid any visual contact
with UV rays.
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THE SUPPLY

A full renovation
COMPENSATED INDUCTION VERSION
For a correct smoke evacuation, a proportional
part of the exhausted air must be supplied properly conditioned to the kitchen. It is advisable to do it
through the same hood. That is why the standard
version of the CKV model is compensated, providing air at very low speed through small holes
made in its front panel. The fact of providing it at
low speed prevents both unwanted air drafts and
annoying the cooks. The size, number and arrangement of the perforations depends on the needs of
the hood.

Likewise, in order to avoid annoying condensations due to the difference in temperature
between the exhausted air and the supplied air,
the supply block is internally insulated.
Additionally, from the lower part of the front
canopy, a slight induction current is blown, which,
due to the Venturi effect, attracts fumes and directs
them towards the exhaust block, thus reducing the
necessary exhaust flow. This air stream must not
exceed 10% of the exhausted flow.

INDUCTION VERSION
In case the compensation of the exhausted air flow
is made from another point of the kitchen, the CKV
induction model is available, which provides only
this slight current from the lower part of the front
canopy. This contribution is made through a small
fan built into the hood.
Optionally, the induction can also be done from
the sides.
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MULTIFUNCTION FILTERS
A purer air

SUPRA and TURBO
The hood, depending on the use that is going to be given, can work with
two types of filters: the TURBO filter and the SUPRA filter.
TURBO high turbulence filters are multi-cyclone filters that eliminate up
to 95% of particulates of 8 microns and more. Alternatively, SUPRA filters
can be installed (only for versions without water).

TURBO FILTER CHARACTERISTICS

SUPRA FILTER CHARACTERISTICS

The Turbo™ high turbulence and multi-cyclone model is
designed to offer maximum filtration efficiency in self-cleaning hoods and in the Water Mist hoods, as well as for
conventional applications. Each filter can be manually
exhausted for cleaning or maintenance.

SUPRA filters are manufactured from AISI 304 stainless
steel plate in mirror finish (BA finish). The total absence of
roughness of this type of finish facilitates the sliding of
the drops towards the inside of the hood. Thus, the filter
does not drip and is easier to clean.

It is constructed in AISI 304 stainless steel and is completely welded. It is also an excellent flame suppressant.

SUPRA filters are manufactured from two plates preformed in a press and firmly attached to each other. This
manufacturing method makes it impossible for dimensional errors to occur. At the same time, since the baffles are
not independent pieces but are part of the same filter
body, it is impossible for them to detach or vibrate. Due to
its construction, the filter does not have sharp edges.

• Dimensions: 490 x 415 mm
• Material: stainless steel AISI 304
• Weight: 5,7 Kg

• Dimensions: 500 x 500 x 25 mm
490 x 490 x 25 mm
415 x 490 x 25 mm
• Material: stainless steel AISI 304
• Free surface: 506 cm2
• Weight: 2,7 Kg

Supra filter pressure drop

Turbo filter pressure drop
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FLOW MANAGEMENT

Efficiency and sustainability

RANGE OF RECOMMENDED FLOWS (*)
The calculation of the minimum flow rate is fundamental for the correct functioning and
energy content of a hood. There are several methods to verify the actual exhaust rate.
SECTION
LENGTH

Active exhaust
length
WALL
CENTRAL

SUPRA

Recommended exhaust
flow rate [m3/h]
WALL
CENTRAL

Recommended exhaust
flow rate [l/s]
WALL
CENTRAL

TURBO

1000 - 1450

980
980

308 - 534
293 - 534

608 - 1068
586 - 1068

1110 - 1922
1054 - 1924

2220 - 3844
2180 - 3848

1500 - 1950

1470
1470

463 - 801
439 - 802

926 - 1602
878 - 1604

1665 - 2883
1581 - 2886

3330 - 5765
3162 - 5772

2000 - 2450

1960
1960

617 - 1068
586 - 1069

1234 - 2136
1.172 - 2138

2220 - 3844
2108 - 3848

4440 - 7688
4216 - 7696

2450 - 2950

2450
2450

771 - 1335
732 - 1336

1542 - 2670
1464 - 2672

2775 - 4805
2635 - 4810

5550 - 9610
5270 - 9620

2940

925 - 1602

1850 - 3204

3330 - 5766

6660 - 11532

2940

878 - 1603

1756 - 3206

3162 - 5772

6324 - 11544

3430

1079 - 1869
1025 - 1871

2158 - 3738
2050 - 3742

3885 - 6727

7770 - 13454
7378 - 13468

3000 - 3450
3500 - 3950

3430

3689 - 6734

(*) Calculated from an operating pressure of between 40 Pa and 120 Pa for a correct filtration and optimal use in the Supra filter,
and between 90 and 300 Pa for the Turbo filter. For flow rates outside this range consult the technical department.

ECONO-TRONIC (Eco-friendly)
The Econo-Tronic system manages the flow to be exhausted and supplied at every moment depending on
the work load and the specific needs of the kitchen. With this, a very significant energy saving is achieved in the consumption of the premises. The relationship between this consumption and the exhausted
flow is cubic, meaning that lowering the flow to half the nominal flow reduces the consumption to 12.5%.

DETERMINATION OF THE ACTUAL FLOW OF THE HOOD DEPENDING
ON PRESSURE IN THE EXHAUST BODY
Turbo filter pressure drop

Supra filter pressure drop
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CKV DEVELOPMENT

An integral solution

The section

The CKV hood stands out for its
robustness, for its finishes, and,
ultimately, for its high quality.

TEMPERED GLASS LIGHTING

PERIMETRAL FAT COLLECTION GUTTER

SUPPLY

WASHING NOZZLES

(PLENUM INTEGRATED SUPPLY)

UVC REACTOR

TURBO FILTERS
DRAIN
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JET STREAM SLOT

GLOBAL EXPERIENCE
Local development

PROJECTS IN NEAR

YEARS

FROM 1977

1977
1985
1987
2000
2002
2003
2004

From the beginning we have opted for quality and
continuous innovation.
First Filtronic model, the best-known filter for the destruction
of fumes and odours from industrial kitchens.
We patented the first induction hood in Spain.
First filtering ceilings installed in Spain.
Patent of the first ventilation boxes 400ºC / 2h manufactured
in Spain with horizontal and vertical output (motor located
under the output duct).
Fire-suppressing systems KK II.
Patent of ELEGANCE self-cleaning hood with cyclonic filter.

2005
2006
2008
2009
2010
2015
2016

SUPRA filter. First built-in dynamic filter manufactured
in Spain.
Cylindrical, heat resistant and waterproof lightings (IP 67).
Teppanfilt Systems: T-AUTO and T-TABLE for cooking
without smoke.
ECONO-TRONIC.
CKV hood.
T-HOOD ductless hood without smoke ventilation.
Air skin inverted air curtain to contain the smoke against
drafts in the kitchen.
SDU Services Distribution Unit.

Featured projects

ABU DHABI

COPENHAGUE

ROTA

NEW DELHI

MADRID

TARRAGONA

BARCELONA

LUGO

Louvre Museum

Mercado de San Miguel

Kadeau Restaurant

Port Aventura

U.S. Navy Base

Mercat del Ninot

Crowne Plaza Hotel & Resort

Hospital Lucus Augusti
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CONVENTIONAL EXHAUST HOODS
/ SELF-CLEANING
/ WITH UV SYSTEM
/ FIRE-SUPPRESSION SYSTEM
/ VENTILATED CEILINGS
/ FILTRONIC FUME PURIFICATION SYSTEMS
/ ODOUR FILTERS
/ VENTLESS COOKING EQUIPMENT
/ TEPPANFILT / TEPPANHOOD
/ AUTHORIZED VENTILATION AND EXHAUST
BOXES 400º/2H

INNOVATION

Experience and commitment
in every solution and service

Thanks to its complete range of products and more than 40 years’ experience in the sector, Luis Capdevila can
solve any ventilation problem within
the industrial kitchen.

www.luiscapdevila.es
Maracaibo, 10-12 - 08030 - BARCELONA - mail@luiscapdevila.es
Phone (+34) 933 114 261 - Fax (+34) 933 110 410

